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ABSTRACT
Digital maps are widely used and appear on all types of
platforms for integrating content. Users can change display
region and scale by panning, zooming in, and zooming out
on a digital map. Level of detail (LOD) control for a given
region at a given scale is decided by the designer of the digi-
tal map. Therefore, rules for displaying objects have limited
credibility. For example, it is possible that equivalent ob-
jects do not display consistency, or nonequivalent objects
do display consistency, even if users believe equivalent ob-
jects are displayed consistently. We propose a method to
calculate the display validness on LOD-controlled regions
and scales for increasing the credibility of digital maps. In
particular, our method determines the equivalence of objects
based on the display pattern at each scale and the size of the
region determined to be the object’s territory. In addition,
we calculated the display validness using the equivalence of
objects. In this paper, we describe our prototype system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]

General Terms
Human Factors, Management

Keywords
Information Credibility, LOD control, Territory, Digital map,
Spatio temporal DB

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital maps are widely used and appear on many types

of platforms for integrating content, for example, Google
Maps [3] and Yahoo! Maps [12]. These provide not only
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map content but also various services in conjunction with
map content such as driving directions and photo viewers.
Digital maps control the objects displayed based on the level
of detail (LOD). LOD controls are subjective. Therefore, at
some scale levels of a digital map, an object that should
be displayed may not be displayed. On the other hand, an
object that should not be displayed may be displayed. For
example, Kobe is the prefectural capital of Hyogo. How-
ever, Kobe is not displayed in figure 1, even though other
prefectural capitals are displayed.

We propose a method of calculating display validness in
the LOD-controlled region and scale for increasing credibil-
ity of digital maps. In particular, we determine the equiva-
lence of objects based on the display pattern for each scale
and region size as an object’s territory. We use digital map
metadata for the display pattern at each scale and web
search results for detecting the size of the region that should
be considered an object’s territory. In addition, we calculate
the display validness using the geographical equivalence of
objects.

The advantages of our proposed method are as follows

• This method can operate at a reasonable cost because
it uses only digital map metadata in the displayed re-
gion and web search results.

• This method can extract equivalence relationships. The
concept of “equivalent objects” can be used in object
clustering for categorization of geographic information
or in navigation to sightseeing spots.

• This method can analyze the credibility of digital maps.
Digital maps are subjective about display control. This
method can detect the validness of display condition
relative to surrounding objects.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains our
approach and Section 3 explains digital map metadata and
how it detects equivalence with LOD control, and describes
how territory is determined according to web search results.
Section 4 explains the calculation of object equivalence and
display validness. Section 5 discusses the prototype system,
and Section 6 reviews related works.

2. OUR APPROACH
Rules for displaying objects based on LOD control differ

by designers of digital maps. We think that there is not a
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Kobe should be 
displayed because 
other prefectural 

capitals are 
displayed on this 

map

Figure 1: The credibility of digital maps

single correct answer for LOD control because LOD control
is decided based on various factors. However, when rules
of displaying objects change at different scales within a sin-
gle map, the digital map has less credibility because users
cannot trust the validness of the displayed objects. Table 1
shows display condition of Great Lakes and famous govern-
ment buildings on Yahoo! Maps. Superior, Erie, Michigan,
Huron, and Ontario are considered equivalent objects. How-
ever, these are not the same display pattern on the LOD
control. Superior displays small scale map of 1/24,000,000.
Ontario does not display halfway scale map of 1/6,000,000.
White House and The Pentagon are considered equivalent
objects. However, White House displays smaller scale than
The Pentagon. We considered rules of LOD control are not
consistency. But, equivalent objects are similar display pat-
tern. Therefore, users need a method of analyzing the credi-
bility of digital maps. In our proposed method, we calculate
the display validness of geographic objects in a given region
and at a given scale to determine the credibility of a digi-
tal map. In other words, we determine whether an object
should or should not be displayed at a given scale. In par-
ticular, we determine the equivalence of objects based on
the display pattern at each scale and the size of the region
defined as the object’s territory and we calculate display
validness using the equivalence of the objects. Figure 2 is
a concept image of our proposed method. Figure 3 shows
the equivalence of objects based on LOD control and the
object’s territory.

We used the following procedure to calculate display valid-
ness.

1. We detected object equivalence based on LOD control
of map scale for extracting equivalent objects. The
LOD control of map scale is subjective. Therefore,
equivalent objects are displayed at the same scale by
the map’s designers. We thought that credible map
consists of consistent LOD control. In other words,
equivalent objects should be display on same scales.
We detect object equivalence by similarity of the dis-
play scale pattern.

2. We detected object equivalence based on map region
as the territory of geographic objects for extracting
equivalent objects. Geographic objects have a region
of impact that is considered their “territory.” There-
fore, equivalent objects have similar sized territory. We
thought that the territory of the target object could
be determined by the co-occurrence of the target and
other objects on web search results. If the target object
has a large territory, the target object should co-occur
with other similar objects, even if they are far from

Osaka should 
be displayed 
on this map

Kyoto is 
displayed

Nara is 
displayed

Kobe should 
not be 

displayed on 
this map

Iga is not 
displayed

(Iga is not a 
prefectural capital)

Positive Evidence

Negative Evidence

Figure 2: Concept image of analyzing credibility of

digital maps

each other. We defined an object’s territory as includ-
ing objects that co-occur in the region on web pages.
In addition, we calculated the similarity of the size of
an object’s territory to determine the equivalence of
objects.

3. We calculated display validness using the equivalence
of objects. We defined the object’s equivalence as the
equivalence of the LOD control and the equivalence of
the territory. The display validness was calculated by
object equivalences and display conditions. We calcu-
lated display validness as follows. First, we calculated
object equivalences between other objects as the evi-
dence value for the displayed target object. Each ob-
ject has a positive or negative evidence value. Next,
we calculated the display validness using other objects’
equivalence as the evidence value. The display valid-
ness was calculated by multiplying each object’s evi-
dence value and the object equivalence by the target
object and another object. When the display validness
is negative, the display condition of the target object
is not credible. The credibility of a digital map is esti-
mated by a ratio of the valid display condition of each
object to all objects on a region and a scale.

3. DETECTION OF OBJECT EQUIVALENCE

3.1 Object equivalence based on LOD control
of scale

Our proposed method uses digital map metadata. A digi-
tal map consists of multiple sizes of scales. Each layer shows
different geographical objects. For example, local authority
names are shown at a small scale (e.g., scale of 1/21000),
building names are shown at a large scale (e.g., scale of
1/3000). We use the geographical objects displayed at each
scale as the digital map metadata. Figure 4 shows the scale
structure of a digital map.

We defined metadata of digital maps by the following vec-
tor.

S = [s1, s2, s3, ..., sn] (1)

si =



1 (Object displayed at scale si)
0 (Object not displayed at scale si)

(2)
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Table 1: Example of LOD control based on scale size

1/24,000,000 1/12,000,000 1/6,000,000 1/3,000,000 ... 1/75,000 1/40,000 1/21,000 1/16,000 1/8,000 1/6,000

The Pentagon 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 1 1
White House 0 0 0 0 ... 0 1 1 1 1 1

Ontario 0 1 0 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1
Huron 0 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1

Michigan 0 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1
Erie 0 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1

Superior 1 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1

Kinkakuji

Ginkakuji

Display pattern for LOD control Size of object’s territory
Kinkakuji

Ginkakuji

1/21000Kyoto

1/8000
Ginkakuji

Kyoto
Kinkakuji Kiyomizu

1/3000Kyoto

Scale of map layers

1/40000
1/75000

1/210000Kyoto

GinkakujiKinkakuji

Kinkakuji

Ginkakuji
Kinkakuji

Kiyomizu

Kiyomizu

Ginkakuji

Figure 3: Equivalence of objects based on LOD control and object’s territory

1/21000Kyoto

1/8000Ginkakuji
Kyoto

Kinkakuji Kiyomizu

1/3000Kyoto

Scale of map layers

1/40000
1/75000

1/210000Kyoto

GinkakujiKinkakuji

Kinkakuji

Ginkakuji
Kinkakuji

Kiyomizu

Kiyomizu

Figure 4: Scale structure of a digital map

si is the displaying or non-displaying value of a geographic
object at scale i of a digital map. 1 means a geographic
object is displayed at a scale, 0 means the geographic object
is not displayed at a scale. S is a vector that determines the
display or non-display value of a geographic object at each
scale.

We describe extracting equivalent geographic objects us-
ing the LOD control of scale. We define the object equiva-
lence based on the LOD control of scale as geographic ob-
jects that are treated as the same type of object by the de-
signer of the digital map. In other words, the object equiv-
alence between similar types of objects has a high value.
For example, because both Kinkakuji and Ginakuji temple
are sightseeing spots in Kyoto, Japan, they have high ob-
ject equivalence. We considered objects together displayed
at many scales to have high object equivalence. In other

1/150000 1/75000 1/40000

Kinkakuji: Not display

Ginkakuji: Not display

Kinkakuji: Display

Ginkakuji: Display Ginkakuji: Display

Kinkakuji: Display

Figure 5: Object equivalence based on LOD control

of scale

words, objects given the same display pattern by the map’s
designer are considered to be the same type of object. Fig-
ure 5 shows how object equivalence is determined based on
LOD control of scale.

We calculated equivalence of scale using the following for-
mula.

scale eq(oi, oj) = sim(Si, Sj) (3)

When oi is a target object, object oj is a candidate to be
an equivalent object. Similarity of LOD control is calcu-
lated using cosine distance by the function sim. In figure 5,
object equivalence of LOD control between Kinkakuji and
Ginkakuji is 1.0 because these are the same display pattern.

3.2 Object equivalence based on object’s
region

We detect object equivalence based on map region as the
territory of geographic objects. We describe how an object’s
region can be used to extract objects’ equivalence.

The area we consider to be the geographic “territory” of
an object can be determined in part by the object’s impor-
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Heian
jingu
shrine

Q: {“Heian jingu
Shrine” and 

“Kawabata Police 
station”}

R: 107 items

Q: {“Heian jingu
Shrine” and “The 

National Museum of 
Modern Art, Kyoto”}
R: 55,100 items

Outside of territory Inside of territory
Figure 6: Object’s territory and web search results

tance or impact. For example, Kinkakuji temple has a large
territory because it is a famous sightseeing spot. In a web
page, a famous sightseeing spot is often described as a land-
mark for navigating to other objects, and is often described
collectively with other sightseeing spots, even those that are
far away from it.

We thought that the territory of a target object could
be determined by the co-occurrence of the target and other
objects in web search results (See figure 6). If the target
object has a large territory, the target object co-occurs with
other objects even if they are far from the target object. We
define “territory” as including objects that co-occur in web
searches and are located in the same region as the target
object. We define an object’s territory with the following
formula.

terri(oi) = region(C(oi)) (4)

C(oi) = {cj |
cooccur(oi, cj)

dist(oi, cj)
> α} (5)

when cj is an object in the territory of oi. Function cooccur
returns the number of web search results of { oi and cj }.
Function dist calculates the distance between oi and cj . The
threshold of influence of territory is α.

Table 2 shows cooccur(oi, cj)/dist(oi, cj) of Kinkakuji, Nin-
naji, and around objects. Figure 7 is territories of Kinkakuji
and Ninnaji when the threshold α is determined 4000.
Kinkakuji’s territory shows solid line, and Ninnaji’s territory
shows dashed line. In this example, Kinkakuji has larger
territory than Ninnaji. Kinkakuji is famous sightseeing ob-
ject therefore it is often described with far other objects
as Ginkakuji, Kiyomizu Temple, and Kyoto station in web
pages. On the other hands, Ninnaji is not famous object.
It is often described with near other objects as Kitano Ten-
mangu and Kinkakuji, however less described with far other
objects.

In this time, candidate objects cj are very large amount
of number. At maximum, this method checks all objects in
the world. Therefore, we set two types of filter candidate

Kitayama

Kinkakuji
Hozukyo

Arashiyama

Kyoto Station

Kyoto University
GinkakujiKyoto Palace

Ryukoku University

Bukkyo University

Kitano Tenmangu
Ninnaji

Kiyomizu Temple

Figure 7: Example of territories of Kinkakuji and

Ninnaji

Table 2: Territory of Kinkakuji and Ninnaji

Kinkakuji Ninnaji
Kinkakuji - 10,839.2
Ninnaji 10,839.2 -

Bukkyo University 11.9 1.4
Kitano Tenmangu 29,033.4 6,646.9

Kyoto Palase 12,159.9 3,316.1
Kyoto University 1,373.4 182.7

Kitayama 6,435.9 1,528.4
Kyoto Station 8,306.6 2,638.8

Kiyomizu Temple 9,988.3 3,031.5
Ginkakuji 8,635.1 1,624.3
Hozukyo 126.9 186.0

Arashiyama 7,639.4 4,489.1
Ryukoku University 1.2 0.5

objects for reducing calculation number. One filter is the
object equivalence of LOD control because object equiva-
lence is low when the object equivalence of LOD control is
low enough. Object equivalence of LOD control is reason-
able calculation because this calculation method use only
bit pattern as display pattern. Other filter is the distance
between target object and candidate object because candi-
date object is not selected as inner territory object when
distance is very large. We set threshold of distance based on
display region when the target object is center on the map.
We considered that we should check all objects in a display
region at minimum.

We extracted equivalent geographical objects using an ob-
ject’s territory. We considered equivalent objects to have
similar sized territories. On a digital map, objects are dis-
played to be easily viewable at different scales. Displayed
objects are selected by the map’s designer. Displayed ob-
jects should have similar sized territories. If displayed ob-
jects have different sized territories, users cannot understand
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Evidence: 0.7
Kyoto is 

displayed
Evidence: 0.6

Nara is 
displayed

Evidence: -0.3
Iga is not 
displayed

0.1
0.2

0.8

Figure 8: Calculating evidence value using object

equivalence

the rules for displaying objects, and cannot understand the
relationship between the displayed objects.

We calculate similarity of territory size for determining
the equivalence of objects.

terri eq(oi, oj) = 1 −

˛

˛|terri(oi)| − |terri(oj)|
˛

˛

|terri(oi)| + |terri(oj)|
(6)

In this formula, equivalence of territory is high when the
difference between the size of oi’s territory and the size of
oj ’s territory is small.

4. CALCULATING DISPLAY VALIDNESS
USING OBJECT EQUIVALENCE

We describe how to calculate display validness using ob-
ject equivalence for improving the credibility of digital maps.
First, we defined object equivalence as the equivalence of
LOD control and the equivalence of territory. We consid-
ered object equivalence to be high when the equivalences
both of LOD control and territory are high. Therefore, we
defined object equivalence with the following formula.

equivalence(oi, oj) =
scale eq(oi, oj) + terri eq(oi, oj)

2
(7)

The display validness is calculated by object equivalence
and displayed condition. We calculated display validness
as follows. First, we calculated object equivalence between
other objects as the evidence value of the target object’s
display condition. We considered that displaying equivalent
object is evidence that a target object should be displayed at
this scale. The evidence value means a target object should
be or should not be displayed. Each object has a value of ob-
ject equivalence as evidence. When their display conditions
are the same, the objects’ values are positive. When the
objects’ display conditions are different, the objects’ values
are negative. Figure 8 shows calculation of evidence value.
We calculated evidence values using following formula.

evidence(on) =
M

X

m=1

equivalence(on, om) × condition(om) (8)

when on and om are objects in the displayed region on
the digital map. M is a number of objects. The function
condition returns 1 or -1. When om is displayed, condition
returns 1. On the other hand, when om is not displayed,
condition returns -1.

Next, we calculated display validness using other objects’
equivalence as the evidence value. The display validness was

calculated by multiplying each object’s evidence value and
object equivalence by the target object and another object.
When the display validness is positive, the display condition
of the target object is credible. When the display validness
is negative, the display condition of the target object is not
credible. The credibility of the digital map is estimated by a
ratio of the credible display conditions of each object in the
region and at the same scale to all objects. Figure 9 shows
the determination of display validness.

We calculated display validness using the following for-
mula.

validness(oi) =
N

X

n=1

equivalence(oi, on) × evidence(on) (9)

In this formula, the display validness is considered to be
high when there are many equivalent objects with positive
evidence values.

5. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

5.1 System architecture
We developed a prototype system using C# in Microsoft

Visual Studio 2008 based on our proposed method. This
prototype system consists of a map-viewing interface and
a function that calculates display validness. For the map-
viewing interface, we used Yahoo Maps API as the source
for digital maps. Users can freely navigate around the maps
by zooming in, zooming out, and centering. This system
displays icons, which represent geographic objects and their
display validness. The icons change color depending on the
display validness. When the icon is red, the display validness
is positive even though the object is not displayed. When
the icon is blue, the display validness is negative even though
the object is displayed. The geographic object database was
developed from the metadata of the digital maps used.

In calculating display validness, our system calculates the
display validness of geographical objects in a displayed re-
gion. It displays results consisting of objects calculated
to have strong display validness and names of the top five
equivalent objects. We used the Yahoo! Web Search API,
SlothLib[11], for collecting current web pages.

5.2 Example of display validness
In this section, we explain example of calculating display

validness. Figure 10 shows police stations as Kamigyo, Shi-
mogamo, Kawabata, Gojyo, and Horikawa. Kamigyo, Shi-
mogamo, and Kawabata police stations are displayed in this
scale. On the other hands, Gojyo and Horikawa police sta-
tions are not displayed in this scale. We hypothesize their
equivalence as showing table 3.

We calculate display validness as follows. First, we calcu-
late evidence values according object equivalence. Next, we
calculate display validness using evidence values of each ob-
ject (See table 3). In this result, Gojyo and Horikawa police
stations are high display validness even though not displayed
in this scale. We considered that LOD control of this digital
map is not consistency because some objects between dis-
play condition and display validness are different. In other
words, Gojyo and Horikawa police stations are objects that
should display in this scale.
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Table 3: Display validness of police stations in Kyoto

Equivalence Evidence Validness
Kamigyo Kawabata Shimogyo Gojyo Horikawa

Displayed Kamigyo 1 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.86
object Kawabata 0.8 1 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.4 2.02

Shimogamo 0.9 0.8 1 0.7 0.4 0.6 1.88
Non-displayed Gojyo 0.6 0.5 0.7 1 0.8 1 1.62

object Horikawa 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.8 1 0.8 1.62

Evidence: 0.7
Kyoto is 
displayed

Evidence: 0.6
Nara is 
displayed

Evidence: -0.3
Iga is not 
displayed

Validness:  0.86

Osaka should be 
displayed

Validness: 0.87

Kobe should not 
be displayed

0.8
0.6

0.9 0.5
0.2

0.2

Credible display 
condition

Non-credible display 
condition

Figure 9: Determination of display validness

6. RELATED WORKS

6.1 Extraction of relationships between
geographic objects

Methods for extracting relationships between multiple words
have been extensively researched. Luo et al. [8] proposed a
method for extracting relationships between two words using
Web search results. However, we detected the relationships
of geographical objects using metadata of digital maps and
Web search results. Sagara et al.[10] proposed an efficient
method for supporting findings and registering new shops
from the web. This method can be used for detecting newly
appeared objects. Newly appeared objects can be used for
analyzing update validness of digital maps. We considered
that update validness is basic level credibility[5]. We previ-
ously proposed[6] a digital map restructuring method based
on metadata of digital maps. Our aim for this research was
to judge map validity using a method different from our pre-
vious research.

6.2 Analysis of Web pages
Methods for analyzing temporal and geographical history

have been extensively researched. Yamamoto et al.[13] pro-
posed a validity calculation using web pages and temporal
analysis. This method is used to judge the validity of input
phrases using web search results. Our aim was to judge the
validity of the display of real-world objects. Fukuhara et
al. [1] proposed a system for collecting and analyzing blog
articles to gain an understanding of people’s concerns from
collective and personal viewpoints. Their approach 1) ana-
lyzes relationships between blog articles and real temporal
data, 2) extracts topics of interest, and 3) identifies trends.

Glance et al. [2] proposed a system called BlogPulse, which
extracts trends from collected blog articles. Using keyword
occurrence rates over a given period of time, the system clas-
sifies current trends. Current analyzing methods of temporal
tendency aim to detect trends. Our aim was to detect the
territory of objects using web search results.

6.3 Information credibility
Methods of analyzing various types of information credi-

bility are being researched. Lopes et al.[7] proposed a method
of analyzing the credibility of Wikipedia entries using the
concept of accessibility. They analyzed the influence on
the credibility Wikipedia data based on accessibility as hy-
perlink of references. They proposed an article referencing
the lifecycle model for improving the accessibility of refer-
ences based on their analysis. In multimedia content such
as digital maps, the accessibility of references is not rele-
vant. Therefore, we propose determining display validness
of objects using content-based analysis. Nakamoto et al.[9]
proposed a method of tag-based collaborative filtering for
improving the credibility of recommendations. They deter-
mined user similarity using social tagging for collaborative
filtering. In the area of recommendations, user credibility
is an important factor, and tag-based analysis is a reason-
able method. However, detection of the display validness of
objects is needed for content-based analysis of digital maps
and web search results. Kawai et al,[4] proposed a method
of using a sentiment map for visualizing the credibility of
news sites. Their method analyzed sentiment about news
articles and visualized the analyzed sentiment on a digital
map. Their aim was to detect sentiment biases for determin-
ing the credibility of news sites. The digital maps were used
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Kamigyo

Gojyo
Horikawa

Shimogamo

Kawabata

Figure 10: Example of display validness

only to visualize user sentiment. Our aim is to detect display
validness of real-world objects using digital map metadata.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a method for judging the validity of digi-

tal maps using LOD control and an object’s territory. We
determined the equivalence of geographic objects based on
the similarity of LOD controls and the size of objects’ ter-
ritories. We also calculated display validness and evidence
values using object equivalence. First, we extracted equiva-
lence based on LOD controls of scale using digital map meta-
data. Next, we extracted equivalence based on the idea of an
object’s territory within a region using web search results.
Finally, we calculated the object equivalence and display
validness using geographic objects in a display region. With
this method, users can determine an object’s display valid-
ness on a digital map. Therefore, they can judge a map’s
credibility.

We developed a prototype system using our proposed method.
In the future, we plan to evaluate a method of extracting
equivalent objects, a method of calculating display valid-
ness, and a method for measuring the effectiveness of our
proposed method for analyzing credibility using our proto-
type system.
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